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2020 Olympic Sailing Competition 

11th Medal Request –Women’s One Person Dinghy (Lightweight) – Byte CII 

A submission from the International Byte Class Association 

 

Purpose or Objective 

Create a pathway to retain more women in the sport at Youth and Olympic level using the largest 
discipline in the sport of sailing, one person displacement sailing using the International Byte CII. 

 

Proposal 

The Byte CII Class is asking that World Sailing apply for an 11th Olympic medal for a lightweight 
women’s one person sailing event. (Displacement sailing) at the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games. 

 

Current Position 

There are currently 10 Olympic medals, 3 one-person events and 7 two-person events. 

One Person dinghy sailing is by far the largest discipline in the sport and is poorly represented in 
the Olympics and not represented at all in the Youth Olympics. Both events are dominated by Two 
Person class’s that are no different from each other and use the largest part of Olympic quota. 

Byte CII is a proven International Class that was used successfully at two Youth Olympic Games 
with continental qualifiers. The Byte has 7 continental builders around the World. 

The current Olympic on-person women’s event has a competitive weight range of 68-72kgs the 
Byte CII has a target weight 53kg to 62kg. 

 

Reasons 

1. One-person events retain more sailors due to affordability and not needing a crew  

2. One-person displacement dinghy sailing is the largest discipline in the sport. 

3. There is currently no one-person sailing boat that caters for lightweight female sailors in 
either the Youth or Olympic event programs. 

4. An 11th medal for women one person dinghy would solve gender equity in term of quota 
places and events. 

5.  The Byte CII class has a worldwide spread and is engaging with youth. It is the perfect 
pathway boat to keep the youth engaged. 
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